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Foreword By Mike Jones
The automotive industry has never faced a crisis like the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. Setting aside the most important consideration of protecting your employees
and families, the economic impact on your businesses, be they automotive brands or dealerships, is deeper and more sudden than at any time since the
Second World War.
As the UK emerges from lockdown, with showrooms able to open from 1st June, there are many successful strategies we can implement to grow the business and
build trust. With clients all over the world at different stages in dealing with the crisis and planning for the future this guide is designed to identify what we can learn
from those countries already through the worst, especially China, and calls on our experience to help you come out the other side ready to take positive steps to
move forward.

Trust is paramount and can be so easily
lost, but if you can gain the respect of
your customers it will leave a lasting
positive impression

Even in the midst of this very human tragedy, there
have been remarkable examples of brands and
dealers innovating to maintain relationships with
their customers. This should both offer inspiration,
but also serve as a reminder that the pandemic has
opened customers eyes to what is really important
and given them a sense of how they expect brands
to respond to their needs. At this most sensitive
time, trust is paramount and can be so easily lost,
but if you can gain the respect of your customers it
will leave a lasting positive impression.
As you plan for life after lockdown your biggest
priority must be your focus on how your customers

3

experience your brand. This will be key to your
future success. With increased reliance on online
services, customers will have growing expectations
that you integrate online with your physical
presence. It means using technology to become
more agile and responsive. It requires integration of
more data sources, including social media channels,
to better understand your customers and identify
new opportunities.
You must also accept that long-term planning must
become more agile. You must embrace uncertainty
and be able to adapt quickly if your business is
to survive and thrive. It makes it difficult to be

confident about revenue predictability and it can be
uncomfortable for employees, but the more clearly
you communicate with both internal and external
stakeholders the more you will motivate your team,
reassure your customers and ultimately grow
your business.

Mike Jones
Chairman
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Every automotive brand
and dealership must
understand that online
is here to stay
Mike Jones,
Chairman
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What Can We Learn From China?
China has been critically important to the global automotive industry for many years and given it entered lockdown first, and is now thankfully slowly
emerging, it presents a useful guide for dealerships around the world to understand what they must plan for as they look beyond the emergency measures.

Ignore digital at
your peril
According to McKinsey during the lockdown
online commerce increased by 15–20% and
among consumers over 45 years of age
use of eCommerce increased 27% between
January and February 2020. In the same report
McKinsey suggested overall there would be a
3–6% percentage point increase in eCommerce
penetration after the SARS-CoV-2 crisis.
Learning:
Every automotive brand and dealership must
understand that online is here to stay and that
customers will expect digital experiences to be
even more integral to life after lockdown.

5

Necessity is the mother
of invention
In China the lockdown strategy was widely
enforced, so the automotive industry had to move
quickly to support customers. Reuters reported
examples such as Zhejiang Geely Holding Group
delivering disinfected cars and sending keys via
drone, while others have looked to integrate
virtual reality (VR) showrooms, WeChat services,
e-Gaming events and using consumers and
employees as brand representatives in local
communities .
Learning:
All across our client-base, brands and dealers
are thinking on their feet to provide new services
to support their customers. It is leading to great
creativity and innovation that should not be lost
post-lockdown.

1

“Adapting customer experience in the time of coronavirus,”
Rachel Diebner, Elizabeth Silliman, Kelly Ungerman, and
Maxence Vancauwenberghe, McKinsey, April 2020
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“In February 2020, the auto dealer inventory coefficient
was 14.8,” China Automobile Dealers Association,
March 10th 2020

2

“China’s auto industry wastes no time coaxing drivers back
to showrooms after lockdown,” Yilei Sun, Norihiko Shirouzu,
Reuters, March 27th 2020

4

“February 2020 auto dealer inventory early warning index,”
China Automobile Dealers Association, March 1st 2020

Recovery is guaranteed
success is not
While the declines in revenue for automotive
brands and their dealer networks in China have
been severe it is also possible to see light at the
end of the tunnel. The China Automobile Dealers
Association said that in February 2020 the retail
volume for passenger vehicles was only 20% of
activity compared to the same period last year. It
said the inventory co-efficient for high-end luxury
and imported brands was 12.98% compared
to the comprehensive co-efficient of 14.8%.
Realistically, the China Association of Automobile
Manufacturers does not expect demand to
normalise until Q3. If there is a resurgence in the
pandemic the biggest challenge for the Brands
is likely to be demand shock rather than supply
issues.
Learning:
It is important not to lose sight of the eventuality
of recovery and plan accordingly; as Bain outlined
following the SARS outbreak in 2002 nearly 2
million cars were sold in China the following year,
an increase of 75%.

5

The Coronavirus Demand Challenge Awaiting China’s
Auto Industry,” Raymond Tsang, Bruno Zhao, Ralf
Kalmbach, Helen Liu and Siwei Shen, Bain & Company,
March 13th 2020
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Conclusion – there are key
strategies emerging from china
among brands and dealers:

1

Adapting customer experience in the
time of coronavirus

2

China’s auto industry wastes no time
coaxing drivers back to showrooms
after lockdown

What brands need to focus on:
Improving operational efficiency
Supporting the supply chain
Relaxing dealer targets and standards
Investing in online sales strategies and
infrastructure

Rachel Diebner, Elizabeth Silliman,
Kelly Ungerman, and Maxence
Vancauwenberghe, McKinsey, April 2020

Yilei Sun, Norihiko Shirouzu, Reuters,
March 27th 2020

3

In February 2020, the auto dealer
inventory coefficient was 14.8
China Automobile Dealers Association,
March 10th 2020

4

China Automobile Dealers Association,
March 1st 2020

What dealers need to focus on:
Increased online efforts
Focus on VR showrooms
WeChat group building
Zero Touch servicing

6

February 2020 auto dealer inventory
early warning index

5

The coronavirus demand challenge
awaiting china’s auto industry
Raymond Tsang, Bruno Zhao, Ralf Kalmbach,
Helen Liu and Siwei Shen, Bain & Company,
March 13th 2020
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Are You Recovery-Ready?
At ASE Automotive Solutions we stand ready to help you prepare for the gradual return-to-business. We have
developed a detailed model for brands and dealerships to understand the steps to fulfil in the lead-up to opening,
and the subsequent period of recovery. In this section we attempt to provide an outline of the steps required.
Above all, everyone must accept that we cannot go back to the way it was before the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. It
means radical change, embracing technology and being prepared to become even more agile. All your actions
should be focused around the customer experience and designed to build and increase trust.

Based on our experience in China as you begin your planning process you should consider these questions:

?

How have new car sales been impacted
by type of vehicle and by Brand?

?

How has servicing, maintenance and
repairs been impacted?

?

How have new car sales been impacted
by type of vehicle and age of vehicle?

?

What is being done around capital
management?

?

What does the used car market look like?

?

What percentage of dealers are in loss?

?

How should you price used cars?

?

What is being done to manage cash?

All your actions
should be focused
around the customer
experience and
designed to build and
increase trust
Mike Jones,
Chairman

We believe your focus should be on four areas; strategy, outcomes, business model and talent. Your approach
must be bold, which will cause frustration and disillusionment amongst customers and employees if you do not
bring them with you. However, we are convinced the automotive brands and dealers prepared to embrace radical
change will not only survive but prosper in the post SARS-CoV-2 world.

7
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Strategy:
what’s your big idea?

Outcomes:
be aggressive, be imaginative

Your strategy needs to be based around a big
transformational idea, which engages your
employees and captures the imagination of your
customers. It must encompass remote, digital
and showroom spaces to create the experiences
customers want. It must also be agile enough to
react to changing customer trends. Clearly, for
well-established retail automotive businesses
such change is difficult, but it is essential if
you are to survive. However, perhaps the
most valuable insight that can be drawn from
McKinsey is: “Your job isn’t the first to know
the unknowable but to be the first know and
the fastest to act.” While previously you might
have had some level of comfortable around
your short, mid and long-term strategies, the
realities of the SARS-CoV-2 crisis is that such
predictability is a thing of the past. Strategies
must be agile and adaptable, broken into
mini-programmes that can be prioritised
according to the changing market conditions.

You have already had to take radical, tough
decisions during the lockdown phase, such as
furloughing staff and shutting down showrooms.
Planning for the post-crisis world should be
no different. One place to start that process
is considering your objectives and desired
outcomes. Experts estimate that during a
downturn the top performing companies
should have the highest average volume of
annual transactions and be prepared to divest
assets 1.5 times more than their competitors.
This aggression should be backed up when
considering what the business should achieve
after lockdown. Incremental improvement is not
enough. Any plans should be transformational
increasing revenues or reducing costs by
significant percentages.

Business model:
reappraise and realign
your business model
As the example of China has shown, online
experiences are blurring seamlessly with
traditional interactions with consumers. Brands
and dealer networks will need to think carefully
about what the integration of on- and offline
worlds will mean for their business models.
Technology will be increasingly important to
integrate services and enhance the customer
experience. More importantly, the data that
flows through your IT infrastructure to provides
an accurate picture of your customers. Social
media will play an increasingly important role, as
it will enable real-time monitoring and analysis
of customer insights and feedback, but this
will require a business model adapted to such
instantaneous interactions. You must also be
prepared to adopt new services, such as remote
ordering and delivery of vehicles, to attract
customers. Your marketing will need to step
up the use of brand partnerships and celebrity
endorsements (amongst other techniques) to
stand out from the crowd.

Talent:
it’s all about talent
While these previous pillars should be of
paramount importance, you should never
underestimate the impact of this crisis on your
employees. Many of you will have had to take
the tough decision of furloughing key staff,
but as you look to bring them back into the
business you must prepare them for a new
reality. Many will be understandably fearful
about what the future means for their jobs and
aside from providing them with reassurance,
if you articulate a positive, clear vision you will
also empower your team to fulfil your objectives.
Your talent is your most important asset and you
must do everything you can to treasure it –
over-communication is key!

Incremental
improvement is not
enough. Any
plans should be
transformational
Mike Jones,
Chairman
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“Getting ahead of the next stage of the coronavirus crisis,”
Martin Hirt, Sven Smit, Chris Bradley, Robert Uhlaner, Mihir Mysore,
Yuval Atsmon, and Nicholas Northcote, McKinsey, April 2020
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“The CFO’s role in helping companies navigate the
coronavirus crisis,” Ankur Agrawal, Kevin Carmody, Kevin
Laczkowski, and Ishaan Seth, McKinsey, March 2020
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Chief
considerations
for the 4 planning
pillars to be
recovery-ready

Strategy:
what’s your big idea?

What is your planned
external communication
strategy to re-engage
customers as we exit the
current crisis of SARS-CoV-2?
Given the anticipated pent
up demand on re-opening
have you considered
creating/adjusting individual
staff targets to ensure you
maximise the opportunity
presented?
Given the challenging
decisions taken for business
survival through the crisis,
do you have the right
numbers of staff to deliver
the increased opportunity
for revenue?
Evaluate the role bricks and
mortar stores will play
post-crisis

Outcomes:
be aggressive be
imaginative

Business model:
reappraise and realign
your business model

Do you plan to re-budget
for the remainder of the
year to maximise the
opportunity and also
protect the business in the
medium term?

Contactless operations:
Have you evaluated any
of these services and
approaches?

Have you checked the
cash flow liquidity for the
reopening of your business
and the impact of adopting
new car stock (for delivery)
and increased used car
stocks and parts?

Providing remote handovers
– deliver to door and
telephone call to explain
vehicle features

Check MOT eligibility on any
upcoming service bookings
– to ‘help’ the customer/
fulfil duty of care and create
metrics to evaluate revenue
potential from aftersales
Ensure you are listening
to customers to pick up
signals of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction to improve
customer loyalty and Brand
Net Promoter Score

Offering to collect customer
vehicles for service

Embracing video technology
for service upselling. While
this is nothing new now is
the time to ensure all techs/
advisors really do use and
deploy effectively

Talent:
it’s all about talent

What is your planned
internal communication
strategy to re-engage
staff prior to the
re-opening of the full
dealership?
Empower your staff
to understand their
importance as the
frontline of engagement
with customers

Be Agile: Enhance the agility
of your business to respond
to customer needs with new
services and innovations
Digital marketing
opportunities include:
Developing YouTube type
channels and creating Motor
Show type content
Expanding Facebook, Twitter/
LinkedIn/WhatsApp groups
to communicate more
directly with home-based
clients/prospects
Creating links with other
retailers to tag their web
address links

9
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ASE Automotive Solutions
has a detailed strategy
planning model to help
automotive brands and
dealers prepare for the return
to normal operations
Mike Jones,
Chairman
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ASE Strategy Planning Model
ASE Automotive Solutions has a detailed strategy planning model to help automotive brands and dealers prepare for the return to normal operations.
Outlined below are some key suggestions for you to consider:

General planning

Status

Responsible

Comment

Measure

Communicate with all staff the current guidance on keeping safe
Focusing on liquidity particularly around the following areas:
Debtors
Used Cars not able to be funded
Manage the chequebook tightly
Renegotiate contract/payment terms with suppliers/Landlords etc.
Government payment delays (not loans) where possible
Extend funding lines and terms on stock
Confirm the company’s eligibility for business rates relief
Follow up on any client orders for collection/payment/courier delivery of parts
Be up-to-date with any government support/reporting deadlines/tax payment
deadlines and other legal obligations with daily updates from responsible person
Identification of available Government schemes and analysis of feasibility and impact
Review of longer-term funding to support on-going trade as well as future
growth opportunities
Carry out cash flow modelling to look at scenarios from minimum downturn (10%)
to extreme (60%)
Review budgets for (time period) to agree savings
Negotiate “loans holidays” from each funding partner
Investigate the need for additional COVID supplies (for example, specialist cleaners
and laser temperature gauges)

11
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Ensuring your teams are properly briefed
and understand their roles will be key to
how quickly you are ready to reopen
Mark Fennelly, Head of Global Consulting

Staff planning

Status

Responsible

Comment

Measure

Provide notice to HMRC on staff coming off furlough
Make sure all employees know how to communicate with customers and how to
overcome their objections. Create bullet points and train each customer facing staff
Agree with staff holidays/unpaid leave/part time working for next few weeks to save
money. Proper communication from the board/owners/management is vital
Evaluate staff capacity as some seem to be at full capacity, whilst others have a lot of
spare time through no fault of their own.
There will be phases of hardship and they will need to be considered on an individual
basis. An example of this is where a staff member is forced to isolate for 14 days.

12
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Make contact with your service customers to
remind them of appointments and use the
opportunity to build stronger relationships
Mark Fennelly, Head of Global Consulting

Service department

Status

Responsible

Comment

Measure

Understand the requirements for parts stock ordering
MOT and service catch-up plan for customers who have missed during the lockdown.
It may require negotiation of extended staff working hours to catch up
BDC/contact centre focus on filling the service diary for outstanding work
complete asap

Contact all service customers 48 hours prior to booking to confirm attendance,
explain that essential workers get priority in work processing. Make sure that your
staff are properly prepared for these calls.

Carry out visual health check for all customers who visit the workshop
Offer air conditioning refresh and sanitisation on necessary vehicles
Confirm parts supply with OEM partners
Review all work in progress. Close and invoice where possible

13
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Preparation is key for your sales teams, so
encourage them to build contact plans to engage
with prospects and start to grow pipeline
Mark Fennelly, Head of Global Consulting

Sales department

Status

Responsible

Comment

Measure

Review all open sales process and have contact plan and communication strategy of
every lead with daily reporting and sales manager controlling every enquiry
Prepare a list of all new and used stock that need preparation/service work in order
to ramp up workshop teams revenue generation
Clarity of offers online including finance for all new and used stock. Use narrative that
there might be shortage of cars available in nearest future due to factories closure
Qualify if separate actions for sales (new and used) and aftersales are needed

Prepare for an increase in collection and delivery activity, as customers may initially
be reluctant to come into showrooms

Create a 90 plan for new car delivery catch-up

Site stock preparation external display areas by valetors/contractors

Set up used car procurement team

14
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This Strategy Planning Model is designed to help you
prepare as quickly as possible to meet the wide variety of
eventualities that you may potentially face. This will ensure a
smoother transition back to a fully operational dealership
Rob Jones, CEO

Marketing

Status

Responsible

Comment

Measure

Online marketing activity commences on notice of opening date

Have a pre-opening marketing meeting to agree whether to offer promotions for
keyworkers or market cleaning services
Discuss special promotions for customers who reserved cars during the lockdown

This Strategy Planning Model is designed to help you prepare as quickly as possible to meet the wide variety of eventualities that you
may potentially face. It is important that all the key stakeholders, sales leads and managers of different departments, are invited to
participate in this process where possible. This will ensure a smoother transition back to a fully operational dealership, as managers
will understand their roles and be able to create the right expectations among their teams. Once you have completed the planning
process it must be presented to the board and investors to ensure sign-off and incorporate any final feedback prior to building a
robust 90-day plan for the return to normal operations.

15
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Your 90 Day
Operational Plan
Having completed the planning process the next
step is to create the return-to-work operational
plan. This will countdown towards the opening day
for the dealerships addressing all of the different
functional requirements, including new and used
car sales, aftersales and servicing, marketing and
HR and finance. Outlined on the next page ASE
Automotive Solutions has provided a detailed
example of the type of actions you may need to
consider in the build up to launch and the period
immediately afterwards. However, each business
is different and we have in-depth experience of
working with a wide range of dealerships, helping
them to operationalise their plans.

It is absolutely crucial to
get the countdown towards
the opening day for the
dealerships addressing all
of the different functional
requirements
Rob Jones,
CEO

16
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Initial Considerations
Department/Area

Announcement of return to work

Management strategy and internal comms

New
vehicle sales

Closed/furlough/
click & collect

See owner/manager section

Sales manager to contact all sales people to confirm return to work
date. Check all online sales functions including conditional PX valuations,
finance, PCP are available. Check online payment gateways are available
including e-signature offering.

Used
vehicle sales

Closed/furlough/
click & collect

See owner/manager section

Sales manager to contact all sales people to confirm return to work date.
Check all on line sales functions including conditional PX valuations, finance,
PCP are available. Check online payment gateways are available including
e-signature offering.

Service

Closed/essential
worker support

See owner/manager section

Aftersales manager to contact all remaining aftersales people to
confirm return to work date. Check online payment gateways are
available and functioning.

Parts

Closed/essential
worker support

See owner/manager section

Aftersales manager to contact all remaining aftersales people to
confirm return to work date. Check online payment gateways are
available and functioning.

BDC

Working from
home/furlough

See below

Responsible manager to contact all relevant staff to confirm return
to work date. Check online payment gateways are available and
functioning.

Marketing

Working from
home/furlough

See owner/manager section

Responsible manager to contact all relevant staff to confirm return to
work date.

HR

Working from
home/furlough

See owner/manager section

Responsible manager to contact all relevant staff to confirm return to
work date.

Admin

Working from
home/furlough

See owner/manager section

Responsible manager to contact all relevant staff to confirm return to
work date.

Finance

Working from
home/furlough

See owner/manager section

Responsible manager to contact all relevant staff to confirm return to
work date

Working from home

Online (Skype/Zoom) management meeting. Agree strategic
return to work plan with timings as advised by Government.
Agreement of all actions above and consider teams/staff
extended/shortened hours and shifts. Assess requirements
for vulnerable staff (e.g. health conditions) and their families.

Manage the managers and ensure compliance and communication.
Understand the local responsibilities regarding social distancing within
the workplace and customer areas. Consider changing dealership opening
hours. Ensure company policy towards all staff is amended to reflect
SARS-CoV-2 rules and changes and re-distributed.

Visits by appointment only and not to attend an
appointment if they or anyone in their household is
unwell. Request that a maximum of 2 people (from same
household) attend an appointment.

Implement a “None cash” payment scheme

Owners

Customer
Communication
17
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Countdown To Operations Re-Opening

T-Minus

7

Planning for the new normal
Department/Area

18

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Contact OEM partner to understand their position in terms of marketing and stock supply. Understand any changes to stock availability or model
deletion as OEM’s attempt to get supply up and running quickly. Understand planned support from Government incentives and OEM plans.

Used vehicle sales

Review of all current stock versus usual selling mix and identify stock additional requirements. Carry out pricing check online to ensure alignment, but
increase as well as reduce as required.

Service

Review any WIP and organise service advisors to contact these customers with outstanding work, to book them in quickly to ensure customer
satisfaction and opportunity.

Parts

Check delivery position and ensure smooth supply.

BDC

BDC to focus upon service due.

Marketing

Marketing to change online presence to reflect opening days and times and ‘fast start’ offers.

HR

All furloughed staff confirmed for return to work. Ensure all staff are notified of regulations regarding the Government advice for reopening
and social distancing etc.

Admin

Agree focus areas for all admin staff for a smooth return to work.

Finance

Understand potential liabilities arising from the return to work and the immediate impact on cash.

Owners

Check the plans for each department and critique or confirm acceptance. Order and organise the equipment to comply with the local government
legislation on returning to work from both staff and customers safety perspective. Use dealership site plan or drone picture overview to help create
and map the social distancing requirements regarding staff and customers around the dealership. Create separate dealership entrance and clearly
signed exit areas.

Customer
Communication

As customers not to share any items like pens, devices and desk phones.
W
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T-Minus

6

Department/Area

19

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Create current stocklist and distribute to all sales people. Create tailor made offers on stock and focus on selling and delivering physical vehicles
utilising Government/OEM support and marketing.

Used vehicle sales

Ensure stocklist reflects SIV, prep and selling price. Ensure stock list is fully up to date ready for return.

Service

Review BDC booking performance and ensure all staff are aware of the Government regulations relating to opening i.e. social distancing etc.

Parts

Check with OEM parts stock and agree stock delivery dates. Agree access to parts department if prior to lockdown cessation.

BDC

BDC to focus upon outstanding healthcheck (amber) work. Database cleansing as part of this activity.

Marketing

Ensure essential workers prioritised in marketing waiting repairs, C&D as part of online message.

HR

Ensure all staff who are expected are contacted to ensure they are planning on returning, no illnesses etc. Create a clear plan for returning
staff covering start/finish hours.

Admin

Review outstanding warranty claims due to fast shut down through SARS-CoV-2.

Finance

Carry out cash flow impact analysis of the return to work.

Owners

Review cash flow and bank position. Working with managers on departmental requirements on social distancing and PPE to create departmental
priorities. Add 2 metre social distancing markers around the site based on staff and customer flow. Reconfigure/relocate customer waiting areas to
meet social distancing measures.

Customer
Communication

Stop all dealership customer hospitality services (tea/coffee) and make sure the customer is aware and understands the reasons.
W
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T-Minus

5

Department/Area

20

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Hold virtual sales meeting (either dial in or video) to discuss outstanding March deliveries. Create contact/delivery plan, stock position and offer.
Re-create demonstration process to include social distancing rules and vehicle disinfecting. Check unaccompanied customer test drive is insured on
registered cars and/or on trade plates.

Used vehicle sales

Review all prep work outstanding and liaise with A/S to complete to ensure ready for delivery, including sanitisation. Start up all displayed cars and
wash and tyre dress them. Re-create demonstration process to include social distancing rules and vehicle disinfecting. Check unaccompanied customer
test drive is insured on registered cars and/or on trade plates.

Service

Confirm all PDI’s and used car prep yet to be completed prioritise with A/S Team.

Parts

Confirm all accessories yet to be fitted to new cars and prioritise with A/S Team.

BDC

Ensure workshop diaries are open to 100% available hours to enable BDC to fill next available slot. Database cleansing as part of this activity.

Marketing

Utilise web and social media to show customers of the safety procedures in place for their safety.

HR

Review recruitment needs and replace and increase staffing levels.

Admin

Where staff are only allowed in on a restricted basis i.e. 50% create rota system.

Finance

Contact bank and finance partners to update them on the return to work.

Owners

Review legally required licensing and testing’s have not expired during the lockdown (i.e. SAF & FSA etc.,). Review OEM targets and create and check
that there is adequate and clear staff and customer social distancing instruction signs. Check staff areas e.g canteens and locker rooms to support
social distancing measures. Encourage clothing changes at the dealership (e.g. workwear).

Customer
Communication

Communicate to the existing database customers and new prospects, the full services being offered, and the alternative routes of
engagement.

W
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T-Minus

4

Department/Area

21

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Ensure all PPE requirements are met and provided for staff returning to site. Review all outstanding contacts and agree time frame for reconnecting
to these customers to arrange test drives etc. Review all sales staff targets to ensure they are right for the current opportunity.

Used vehicle sales

Review all outstanding contacts and agree time frame for reconnecting to these customers to arrange next steps, test drives etc. Confirm delivery dates
for cars sold online during shutdown.

Service

Manage diary and booking efficiency with the BDC team. Prepare all customer areas for 2 meter social distancing using appropriate signage.

Parts

Review current stock holding, do we have enough fast moving items for the upsurge in overdue services?

BDC

Clarify the position on site for BDC so they can answer questions, if required, on customer safety reference the virus. Database cleansing as part
of this activity.

Marketing

Launch marketing activity to promote Government/OEM supported offers and requirements (scrappage, etc.).

HR

Ensure any H&S requirements post SARS-CoV-2 are understood and organise any PPE.

Admin

Create priority list of all admin work when due back in to prioritise.

Finance

Prioritise key cash and stock generating areas.

Owners

Carry out online management meeting to ensure all activities agreed are being undertaken and everything is going to plan, also any issues can
be dealt with as a team. Arrange a deep clean of the facility prior to staff and customers returning to work. Agree placement and procure/fit clear
perspex screens in main customer and staff contact areas around the dealership. Procure appropriate PPE supplies, gloves, masks etc.

W
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T-Minus

3

Department/Area

22

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Ensure showroom marked out for social distancing and create appointment board on shared drive to show successes by team members. Start to
look at outstanding PCP Renewals and prioritise contact.

Used vehicle sales

Prospecting create appointment board on shared drive to show successes by team members. Highlight stock requirements for purchasing.

Service

Confirm oil stocks with parts to ensure supply due to increased uptake and ensure required PPE provided.

Parts

Review all non OEM parts and consumables and ensure stock ordering as required.

BDC

Carry out review of all inbound and outbound enquiries and the bookings made. Database cleansing as part of this activity.

Marketing

Utilise countdown clock on website to create anticipation.

HR

Liaise with finance to ensure that all furlough conditioned set by the Government have been adhered to and check that all returning staff do
not have symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 to protect against risk.

Admin

Review all new and used car stocklists for completeness and issue to sales managers.

Finance

Ensure all banking facilities credit card machines etc. are available for opening.

Owners

Carry out on line management meeting to ensure all activities agreed are being undertaken and everything is going to plan, also any issues can be
dealt with as a team. Agree remaining target figures for 2020. Consider a member of staff to carry out car park attendant role who could manage the
outside space, meet and greet and have a daily list of customers and registrations. Consider procuring and using staff temperature self testing kits.
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T-Minus

2

Department/Area

23

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Review all safety procedures for staff and customers and discuss on team call to ensure everyone understands. Look to create fast start incentive
scheme for sales people on first to achieve either a volume or profit target to assist in a fast start. Ensure site cleaned/sanitise prior to opening for
both staff and customer safety.

Used vehicle sales

Review all safety procedures for staff and customers and discuss on team call to ensure everyone understands. Create used car stock purchase (wish)
list to replace cars sold online and shortages in core stock.

Service

Utilise social media to highlight priority given to essential workers for waiting repairs and service, as well as collection and delivery. Advisors to
allocate courtesy cars based upon essential worker prioritisation.

Parts

Agree any social distancing layout changes for trade visitors if required and display. Check anticipated deliveries.

BDC

Focus upon overdue bookings for all work types. Use phone, email, WhatsApp etc. to explain and confirm appointments.

Marketing

Create launch event offers for the reopening including ‘fast start’ incentives for first customers across the whole business.

HR

Ensure all documentation required from returning staff is complete and returned. Ensure all staff have the required PPE to carry out their
roles safely.

Admin

Ongoing

Finance

Ensure DMS reopen without any issues after lockdown.

Owners

Review possibility of NHS charity evening at 8pm on the first Thursday after full opening, this is a great PR opportunity. Management meeting Webinar
to ensure all plans are actioned regarding safety in opening. Hand wash and sanitiser stations to be available throughout. Create and distribute a
clear rota for cleaning the dealership including all staff and customer touch points.
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T-Minus

1

Department/Area

24

Days

Action

New vehicle sales

Prospecting and delivery confirmation by all sales people. Valeting and preparation completed prior to opening. Final check of all customer and staff
areas to ensure compliance with all Government regulations.

Used vehicle sales

Forecourt cleanse completed prior to opening and remove all cars sold online prior to opening.

Service

Organise workshop clean prior to opening. Final review of all customer and staff areas to ensure compliance with Government regulations.

Parts

Organise parts area and clean area for staff safety.

BDC

Agree focus days to push BDC performance on these days for bookings. Use phone, email, WhatsApp etc. to explain and confirm appointments.

Marketing

Focus social media to ‘WE’RE BACK’ tag and promote customer safety as well as offers.

HR

Final check that all staff safety requirements are covered prior to opening. Implement checks on all sub contractors and confirm they are also
providing staff health checks at their operations.

Admin

Ongoing

Finance

Carry out review of any outstanding bonuses from OEM partners.

Owners

Carry out online management meeting to ensure all activities agreed are being undertaken and everything is going to plan, also any issues can be
dealt with as a team. Walk the site and confirm all legal requirements are carried out and the business is safe to reopen. Check that the changes to
each departmental management processes is documented and check that following valeting, a visual confirmation sign is placed in the vehicle to
confirm its sanitisation is complete.
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You must embrace
uncertainty and be able
to adapt quickly if your
business is to survive
and thrive
Mike Jones,
Chairman
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Launch Day
The day we’ve all been waiting for
Department/Area

26

Action

New vehicle sales

Ensure all vehicles are displayed effectively, well presented and merchandised. Ensure party atmosphere with music and refreshments.

Used vehicle sales

Consider using balloons for the display area (yes its old fashioned but it’s a good visual assist in showing we’re open). Ensure all cars sold have SOLD
boards placed in widescreens to create urgency for both customers and staff.

Service

Ensure all service front of house staff are on view and available for customers.

Parts

Parts pre pick to begin first thing to ensure efficiency of the workshop.

BDC

No action needed

Marketing

Photograph the open dealership and customers coming in and buying for social media posts.

HR

Attend kick off meeting to handle any specific HR related questions and then withdraw.

Admin

Attend kick off meeting and then move to work place.

Finance

Ensure all finance processes are in place.

Owners

Staff meeting 45 minutes before opening to mentally position the ‘back to work’ mind-set and motivate the team. Make sure all managers are
customer facing and visual for the day, not in offices!
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Operations Post Re-opening

1

Planning for the new normal
Department/Area

27

Day Post
Opening

Action

New vehicle sales

Start to deliver outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shut down). Sell physical new car stock. Initially focus on PCP renewal prospects
to both sell from stock and generate used car stock.

Used vehicle sales

Review website ‘hits’ on all used cars displayed and identify any issues. Create revised buying list of stock needed following initial enquires and
searches. Encourage the customer to use online sales process.

Service

Review daily KPI’s for service focusing on the key profit drivers and clear all outstanding invoices daily for work completed.

Parts

Normal parts operations and parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Celebrate success of cars sold on social media.

HR

Ensure all staff are clear in their understanding and expectations of the return to work. Deal with any safety in the workplace concerns.

Admin

Ensure all admin systems are working as required.

Finance

Run fluid cash flow forecast based upon day 1 and plan through to day 30.

Owners

Review operational effectiveness of day 1 and review the performance of the opening day and highlight any challenges and resolve.
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2

Day Post
Opening
Department/Area

28

Action

New vehicle sales

Continue to deliver outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shut down). Confirm with OEM/NSC the situation on availability of new
product. Initially focus on PCP renewal prospects to both sell from stock and generate used car stock.

Used vehicle sales

Make sure all available retail stock is displayed on the available websites and presented to the highest standard. Ensure all cars sold have SOLD boards
placed in widescreens to create urgency for both customers and staff. Prior to an appointment send a video demonstrating the specific vehicle.

Service

Review workshop bookings to push to 100% of available hours and carry out review of all outstanding WIP and chase bookings.

Parts

Ensure Parts ordering system updated and minimum and maximum levels adjusted where required. Parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Celebrate success on number of cars serviced social media.

HR

Use mobile applications etc to communicate with staff. Ensure regular staff briefings, training and knowledge embedding/maintenance on
your protocols and processes and Government guidance, (as staff return on-going from furlough), meeting health and safety requirements.

Admin

Normal administration resumes.

Finance

Ensure all invoices and payments are mapping through correctly.

Owners

Manage and motivate. Review initial financial performance with finance to highlight missed opportunities.
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Day Post
Opening
Department/Area

29

Action

New vehicle sales

Continue to deliver outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shut down). Review success of offers in selling from stock and adapt as
required. Start to move onto pipeline factory stock again focusing on PCP renewals.

Used vehicle sales

Review all initial web/email and phone enquiries and look to close sales. Remove all cars sold online prior to opening.

Service

Review daily KPI’s for service focusing on the key profit drivers and review upsell per service advisor.

Parts

Check stock requirements for consumable items and parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Celebrate success on number of used cars sold social media.

HR

Normal HR responsibilities resume.

Admin

Normal administration resumes.

Finance

Normal accounting operation resumes.

Owners

Review performance against original plan. Management meeting with management team to review performance so far and ensure focus.
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Day Post
Opening
Department/Area

30

Action

New vehicle sales

Continue delivery outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shut down). Update stock list and focus cars each day to ensure the
opportunity to deliver quickly. Start to move onto pipeline factory stock again focusing on PCP renewals.

Used vehicle sales

1 on 1 review session with each sales person to motivate and focus on the opportunity. Ensure all cars sold have SOLD boards placed in widescreens to
create urgency for both customers and staff.

Service

Review workshop bookings to push to 100% of available hours. Carry out review of all warranty work completed and any outstanding claims
from pre lockdown.

Parts

Carry out review of all parts WIP (particularly for workshop) and parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Use social media to thank all of the emergency workers for their hard work during the pandemic.

HR

Normal HR responsibilities resume.

Admin

Normal administration resumes.

Finance

Run fluid cash flow forecast based upon day 1 and plan through to day 30.

Owners

Review performance against original plan. Review initial financial performance with finance to highlight missed opportunities.
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Day Post
Opening
Department/Area

31

Action

New vehicle sales

Continue delivery outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shut down). Update stock list and focus cars each day to ensure the
opportunity to deliver quickly. Focus on PCP renewals and end of contract customers to sell everything available.

Used vehicle sales

Review website ‘hits’ on all used cars displayed and identify any issues. Remove all cars sold online prior to opening.

Service

Review daily KPI’s for service focusing on the key profit drivers and clear all outstanding invoices daily for work completed.

Parts

Review all Government regulations after being abided by parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Celebrate success on number of new cars sold social media.

HR

Normal HR responsibilities resume.

Admin

Normal administration resumes.

Finance

Normal accounting operation resumes.

Owners

Review performance against original plan and discuss ongoing business challenges with franchise and any stock supply issues.
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Day Post
Opening
Department/Area

32

Action

New vehicle sales

Continue delivery outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shut down). Update stock list and focus cars each day to ensure the
opportunity to deliver quickly. Focus on PCP renewals and end of contract customers to sell everything available.

Used vehicle sales

Move all cars around in display area to show the business is operational and active. Create buying list of stock required and buy stock.

Service

Review workshop bookings to push to 100% of available hours and carry out review of all outstanding WIP and chase bookings.

Parts

Review non core stock position for items such as oil (lubricants) etc. Parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Celebrate success on number of used cars sold social media.

HR

Normal HR responsibilities resume.

Admin

Normal administration resumes.

Finance

Normal accounting operation resumes.

Owners

Review performance against original plan. Walk the site and confirm all legal requirements are still being carried out and the business is safe for staff
and customers.
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Day Post
Opening
Department/Area

33

Action

New vehicle sales

Continue delivery outstanding orders from March that are physical (pre shutdown). Update stock list and focus cars each day to ensure the
opportunity to deliver quickly. Focus on PCP renewals and end of contract customers to sell everything available.

Used vehicle sales

Review all initial web/email and phone enquiries and look to close sales. Carry out pricing check online to ensure alignment., but increase as well as
reduce as required.

Service

Review daily KPI’s for service focusing on the key profit drivers and review upsell per service advisor.

Parts

Ensure parts ordering system updated and minimum and maximum levels adjusted where required. Parts pre pick.

BDC

BDC normal work processes resume and focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Celebrate success on number of cars serviced social media.

HR

Normal HR responsibilities resume.

Admin

Normal administration resumes.

Finance

Run fluid cash flow forecast based upon day 1 and plan through to day 30.

Owners

Review performance against original plan and adjust plan or performance depending upon results.
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End of
month
Department/Area

34

Action

New vehicle sales

Ensure all new cars on site and sold are delivered and paid for. Carry out new car stock check on site. Review all onsold renewal customers and
utilise 3rd party follow up to see if still in market.

Used vehicle sales

Carry out 1 on 1 review session with each sales person as to performance in the 1st month back and discuss any challenges. Create revised buying list
of stock needed following initial enquiries and searches.

Service

Review month end performance and add any shortfall into the targets for the next 3 months to achieve performance recovery. Review all
outstanding WIP and check why it hasn’t been invoiced in the month.

Parts

Carry out month end forecast of stock position and stock turn based upon sales rate. Parts pre pick.

BDC

Review all contacts made and booking created from these by operator and identify training needs. Focus on overdue MOT’s.

Marketing

Carry out ROI for all marketing channels as to what worked and what needs adjusting.

HR

Normal HR responsibilities resume.

Admin

Month end stock reports and debtors lists.

Finance

Month end report runs.

Owners

Review performance against original plan. Monthly management meeting with management team to review performance so far and forecast month
end accounts.
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Planning For The
New Normal
As dealerships around the world prepare to return
to full scale operations the challenges ahead
should not be underestimated. It would be easy to
believe that life will return to the way it was before,
but most experts agree that how we work and
interact with consumers will change. That could
be a significant opportunity for your business, but
it depends on understanding your customers and
how they expect you to engage with them. It was
surprising, if not a bit shocking, that a survey by
Automotive Management suggested only 48.7% of
UK dealerships had the ability to trade online. All
the evidence we have seen, even before the crisis,
suggests a growing importance for online services
in the automotive industry and this will only be
heightened as a result of the current situation.
Automotive brands and dealerships must be
prepared to embrace the disruption that will follow,
but those that do so successfully can expect a
better future. Integrating digital services with your
existing bricks and mortar operations will enable
you to get closer to your customers, strengthen
customer loyalty and build a robust strategy that
is agile enough to improve the performance and
profitability of your business no matter what
external forces impact your business.”

Automotive Brands and
Dealerships must be
prepared to embrace the
disruption that will follow, but
those that do so successfully
can expect a better future
Trevor Jones,
Founder
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“More than half of car retailers unable to sell online, AM
survey finds,” Tom Sharpe, Automotive Management,
April 14th 2020
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